Abstract. We give an example of a fractal projective hedgehog in the Euclidean plane E 2 . In other words, we give an example of a fractal curve that is an envelope having exactly one nonoriented support line in each direction.
In 1872, K. Weierstrass astounted the mathematical world by giving an example of a real function that is continuous on the whole real line without being differentiable at any point. In this paper, we use Weierstrass' example to construct a fractal envelope in the Euclidean plane E 2 . At first, let us see how any 27r-periodic real function which is of class C 1 on the real line defines a curve C C E 2 as envelope of a family of lines.
DEFINITION.
For any h e C 1 (S 1 ;R), we let Hh denote the envelope of the family of lines given by where p(9) = h(cos0, sin#). We say that Hh is the hedgehog defined by the support function h. The hedgehog Hh is said to be projective when p is a Möbius function, that is a function such that p(0 + 7r) = -p(0) for all 0. Figure 1 shows some examples of hedgehogs. Partial differentiation of (1) yields
-xsinO + ycosÖ = p'(6).
From (1) and (2), the parametric equations for Hh are Suppose that 7ih has a well-defined tangent line at the point (x,y), say T. Then T can be expressed by (1): the unit vector u(9) = (cos 6, sin 6) is normal to T and p(0) may be interpreted as the signed distance from the origin to T. Thus a singularity-free plane hedgehog is simply a convex curve (see Figure la) . Furthermore, a not too singular plane hedgehog (i.e. a plane hedgehog that has a well-defined tangent line at every point) is a curve that has exactly one oriented tangent line in each direction (see figure lb), and that has exactly one nonoriented tangent line in each direction if it is projective (see Figure lc) . Though the existence of a fractal hedgehog defies imagination, such a hedgehog can be deduced from Weierstrass' example. Taking only n = 5, we obtain the following representation of Hh for a = 8 and ¡3 = 7.
Figure 2
In a sense, this construction looks like that of the Koch curve (see e.g. [1] ): each step introduces new singular points as indicated in Figure 3 . But in the present case, it also appears self-intersections. For further information on hedgehogs, we refer the reader to [2] , [4] , [5] and [6] . These papers are particularly interested in an extension of the Brunn-Minkowski theory to hedgehogs. A hedgehog version of the Roman surface discovered by J. Steiner is given in [3] .
